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FUNDAMENTAL VECTOR FIELDS ON TYPE FIBRES 
OF JET PROLONGATIONS OF TENSOR BUNDLES 
DEMETER KRUPKA 
1. Introduction. In this paper the problem of constructing the fundamental vector 
fields [9] on the type fibres of the jet prolongations of tensor bundles is considered. 
This is one of the most important problems of the theory of invariant Lagrangian 
structures [3], [4], [7]. 
The well-known direct method of finding these vector fields follows from their 
definition, and is based on the formulas for the action of the structure group of 
tensor bundles on their type fibres. Examples [4] show, however, that the 
corresponding computations are rather complicated and in the cases of higher jet 
prolongations practically non-realizable. In this paper we determine the fundamen-
tal vector fields by a simple differentiation procedure which makes use of their 
relation to the jet prolongations of the so called induced vector fields on tensor 
bundles [2], [5], [6]. 
Throughout these notes the standard summation convention will be used unless 
otherwise stated. The symbol * will denote the composition of jets, and Rn will 
denote the n-dimensional real Euclidean space; we shall write R=R\ For the 
sake of simplicity all our manifolds and maps will belong to the category C°°. 
2. The jet prolongations of projectable vector fields. The purpose of this section 
is to recall the definition and main properties of the jet prolongations of projectable 
vector fields on fibred manifolds [2], [5], [6]. Throughout, TI: Y—>X denotes 
a locally trivial, finite-dimensional fibred manifold. We set n = dimX, m = 
dim Y — dimX. 
Let S b e a it -projectable vector field on Y and £ its JT -projection. Denote by at 
and a0t the local one-parameter groups of E and §, respectively. For every local 
section y of JT and every sufficiently small t, a tyao/ is a local section of JT, and the 
r-jet prolongation 1ra,yao/ of a ryao/ is a local section of the r-jet prolongation JTr: 
$rY->X of 7i. Setting 
jrE(jrxY) = j — /^Gc^yao,
11 
we obtain a vector field on J>rY, jrE, called the r-jet prolongation of E. 
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There exists a simple description of this vector field. To obtain it, let us introduce 
some special charts on $rY. To every y0eY there exist a chart (V, xp) on Y with 
centre y0 and a chart (U,q>) on X such that U = n(V) and the map ip: 
V - ^ r x r is of the form 
H>(y) = ((pjT(y),il>0(y)\ 
where \p0: V—>£
m is a map. The coordinate functions defined by such a chart are 
called the fibre coordinates on Y. 
Let (V, ip) and (U, (p) be as above, let xt, y0, where l^i^n, 1 ^o^m, be the 




xy) = xi(x), 
yo(jrxy) = y0y(x), 
zio(j
r





where D, means the i-th partial derivative operator. The functions xt, ya, ..., z,,....,<,, 
l^i^n, l ^ a ^ r a , l ^ * i ^ . . . ^ i r ^ n , are some fibre coordinates on $
rY which 
are said to be associated to the fibre coordinates x{, ya. 
Let F be a function on n~x(U), and denote by DkF, DJ~, ..., Dh lr0F the partial 
derivatives of F with respect to xk, ya, ..., z......^, respectively. We define a function 
dkF on JT ~+i(£7) by the formula 
d ^ = D ^ + D0F-zfca + DtoF-z«a + ...+ /Z^.-iJ
7'^..,^. 
The following is proved in [6]: 
Lemma 1. Ler S be a n-projectable vector field, let 
" §,dXi
 + -dya 
be its expression in some fibre coordinates xt, ya on Y. Then in the associated fibre 
coordinates on $rY, 
r s = 5 . A + S - L + s J_+ + 
7 " ^dXi~°dyy~'°dZia-
 + 
*" Zj ^h -irO £S~ •> 
i1-S . . .aSi r ^ - - ' l - . - i rO 
where for every s, O^s ^ n — 1, 
---<fci1...iso Ufc HiXmmmi^a Zji^...^ ' D f c § ; . 
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3. Fundamental vector fields on left L'.-spaces. In this section X will denote an 
n -dimensional manifold. 
We begin by recalling some notation and definitions. Let Ln be the Lie group of 
all invertible r-jets with source and target at the origin OeRn. An r-frame at 
a point x eX is an invertible r-jet with source OeR" and target x. The set 3FrX of 
all r-frames carries a natural structure of a principal L ̂ -bundle [1] called the 
bundle of r-frames on X. The projection of this bundle will be denoted by Kr. The 
right action of Ln on 3FX is defined by the map (y, g)-+y*g. 
Let O be a left L^-space. We shall denote by 3FroX the fibre bundle with type 
fibre O, associated to 3FX. The equivalence class of a pair (y, q) e 3FX x Q with 
respect to the standard equivalence relation in 3FrX x Q [8] will be denoted by 
[y,ql 
Every local diffeomorphism a of X gives rise to a local automorphism 3Fra of 
&rX defined by 
&ra(y)=jr„riy)a*y, 




where z = [y,q]. Both 3Fra and 3FrQa are said to be induced by a. The definition of 
the induced local automorphisms is naturally extended to vector fields. 
Let :JrX©foX denote the Whitney sum of &rX and f y c . To each pair 
(y, z)e 3FrX®3FrQX there is uniquely associated a point q e Q such that z = [y, q]. 
We define the relative image maps x and xy by 
x(y,z) = xy(z) = q. 
xy is obviously a surjective diffeomorphism between the fibre over x=Jtr(y) in 
^ Q X and Q. 
Let xeX, y eir7\x), let § be a vector field defined on a neighbourhood of x 
such that t;(x) = 0. Denote by SF1^ the induced vector field on SF'QX, and define 
a vector field on O, ?o, by the relation 
TXy'&rC£='E>QOXy, 
where Txy is the tangent map to xy. The following statement gives us a description 
of the Lie algebra of fundamental vector fields on Q. 
Lemma 2. Let xeX be a point. To each fundamental vector field E on the left 
Ln-space Q there exists a vector field £ defined on a neighbourhood ofx, such that 
t;(x) = 0 and E = %Q. Conversely, if § is a vector field on a neighbourhood ofx and 
%(x) = 0, then £ 0 is a fundamental vector field on Q. 
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Proof. Let S be a fundamental vector field on Q. There must exist 
a one-parameter subgroup gt of Ln such that 
ад={å<*4 
for every g. It is easily seen that gt can be chosen in the form gt =j0at, where at is 
a one-parameter group of local transformations of Rn. Let y e Jt~l(x) and choose 
a map / of a neighbourhood of 0 e Rn to X such that y =jif. For every sufficiently 
small t, fr =fatf~
l is a local diffeomorphism of X satisfying (5t(x) = x. The induced 
local diffeomorphism cFr(5t satisfies 
^rPt(y)=]r^y)Mof=jo(fatrof) = y*gt. 
For q e Q and z = [y, q] this relation implies that 
grq= xy([y, 9t - q]) = xx([y*gt, q\) = Xy&oPt(z% 
which in turn implies that 
S(c7) = T^-{^oA(z)}o = &(«7). 
Conversely, let § be a vector field on a neighbourhood of x, and assume that 
£(x) = 0. Let (3t be the local one-parameter group of §. Then (3t(x) = x for all t and 
there exists a curve #, in L^ such that 
m(y)=y*gt. 
Let z = [y, q] be any point. Then 
Xy&QPi(z) = Xy([y*gt,q]) = gt'q = gt'Xy(z). 
On differentiating this relation with respect to t we directly obtain that £0 is 
a fundamental vector field on Q. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
4. Fundamental vector fields on the type fibres of jet prolongations of tensor 
bundles. In this section, X is an n -dimensional manifold, Q a vector space 
endowed with a tensor representation of the group G\n(R), JTQ: 3FQX^>X the 
bundle of tensors of type Q on X, and jrQ,r: £
r3FoX-*X its r-jet prolongation. 
Recall that J>r3FxCjX is a fibre bundle with type fibre T^Q, the space of all r-jets with 
source 0 e Rn and target in Q, associated to the bundle :Jr+1Xof(r + l)-frames on 
X [3]. In our previous notation, $T&XQX = &rP
+xX, where P = TnQ. 
Let xeX, let (U, q>) be a chart on X such that xeU and q)(x) = 0. Denote by xt 
the coordinate functions defined by this chart, and by qa, where o runs over an 
appropriate set of multi-indices, some global coordinates on Q. Let x(1): 
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&1X©3~QX-->Q be the relative image map introduced in Section 3. Fibre 
coordinates xi9 qa on 3*QX, associated to the coordinates xi9 are defined by 




Let now £ be a vector field on U, 
It is known that in the associated local coordinates xt, qa, 
^ = ^ + C " - D ^ 4 ' 
where C£eR are some constants determined by the tensor character of Q. Using 
Lemma 1 we obtain 
/ r ^ = £ ^ + d * . S - ( ^ 
where &k, ©fc,*2, • •, @lx..kr+l are some uniquely determined vector fields on 
3~o\r(U) symmetric in the subscripts. 
Let x(r+1): S^+1X©^ r^J?X-> T
r
nQ be the relative image map, let y = 
jo^cp'1 e 3~+lX be the (r + l)-frame at x = cp~l(0) defined by the chart (U, cp) on 
X. We shall prove the following 




1 ̂  k! ^ ... ^ kr+1 ^ n, span the Lie algebra of fundamental vector fields on the left 
Lrn
+1-space TnQ. 




+lX, where P = TnQ. We shall verify that for 
every local diffeomorphism /3 of x, &rP
+l(i = jr&Ql3. Choose z = []V
l<P~\ jof] e 
3*rP
xX, and write z in the form 
z =jr<p-\o)(&Q<p-
1o(idxf)o<p). 
Then by definition, 




= / r ^^0 ' ; - (o , (^^- l o( idx / )o(p) ) , 
which shows that ^P
+1j8 =\'S'\fi. Consequently, for every vector field § on X the 
relation ^P
+1^ =Y^a<| holds, and we see that we may apply the results of Section 3 
to the bundle f&\jt. 
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Let x G X be a point. According to Lemma 2, for every vector field § defined on 
a neighbourhood of x and such that §(x) = 0, 
T ;4 r + 1 ) - / r ^ = D*§-T<+1)-0j [ + ... 
+ 2 ' Dt,..D,^1^-T<
+1)-0l1...,^„-
where the derivatives of £ rare considered at the point cp(x) = 0. Since the numbers 
D&, ...,.Dkl...Dkr+1^i are independent, each vector field from the collection 
T<+ 1 )-<91, Tt f + 1 ) -©i l t a , ..., T<
+1)-(9l,..fcr+1, l ^ k ^ ... ^ k r + 1 ^ « , is a funda-
mental vector field on TrnQ, Lemma 2 also shows that this collection of vector fields 
spans the Lie algebra of fundamental vector fields on T^Q. 
5. Example. The purpose of this section is to study the fundamental vector fields 
on the 2-jet prolongation of the bundle of second order, covariant symmetric 
tensors. Our method should be compared with the direct approach [4]. 
Let jz0: 3*QX->X be the bundle of second order, covariant symmetric tensors on 
an n-dimensional manifold X. Then the type fibre Q = Rn*ORn* is the symmetric 
tensor product of the dual vector spaces of Rn. Let et be the canonical basis of R
n, 
el the dual basis. To every tensor g eRn*ORn* there are uniquely associated the 
numbers gtj(g), where gu(g) = g^g), by the formula 
g = gu(g)eiOei. 
The functions gih where l^i^j^n, are canonical coordinates on Q, associated to 
the canonical basis et of R
n. The corresponding canonical coordinates gl}, gkJj, 
gkLii, where l^i^j^n, l^k^l^n, are defined as follows. For jlf eT
2
nQ we set 
0./(/ofl = &/(O), g,,u(Jif) = Dkgijf(0), gki,ii(jlf) = DkDlgiif(0). 
The group Gl„(R) acts on Q in the obvious way. Let ak be the standard canonical 





Let now (U, cp) be a chart on X, xt its coordinate functions. To every g e JZQ1(U) 
one can associate the numbers gtj(g), where glj(g) = gil(g), by the relation 
g=gn(g)dxiOdxj. 
The functions *, = X?ZQ, gih where 1 ^ i
r ^ y ' ^ n , are some local coordinates on 3*QX 
which are said to be associated to the local coordinates xt on X. 
Let us describe the induced vector fields on ?FQX. Let xeX, let (U, cp) be 
a chart on X such that xeU and cp(x) = 0, let x{ be the corresponding local 
coordinates. Assume that £ is a vector field on U such that %(x) = 0, and denote by 
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Pt its local one-parameter group. In what follows we identify the groups Gln(.R) 
and Ln. By definition, 
&1pt(jo<P~1)=joPt<p~1 =jo<P~1*j1o<pPt(p~\ 
where jocpPttp'1 ~Lln. Let g EJCQ^X), 
g = dij(d) fci odxs = [jo<p~\ gij(g)e
l o <?']. 
With the aid of the definition of the action of G\n(R) on Q, 
npt(g) = [&1/3t(jo<P~1), gi,(gyOe>] 
= [7o<P~Vo<pftv~\ Qa^yOe1] 






l DpdP7x'Ski(g) dXiOdxj, 
which means that in our local coordinates 
Writing 
we immediately obtain 
where 
% & ӘJČЃ 
^-^&^Чъr 
— gij&hp, I = - D & • gkJ - D£k • gki. 
Our aim is to determine the 2-jet prolongation of &\£. Using Lemma 1 we 
obtain 
]*&<£=s §z- - b& • &r - . S D . D ^ • eqr -
~*i q*£r 
- 2 DpD^D^-©^ 
p^.7=^j» 
where the vector fields 0r, Sqr, <§
s
pqr depend on gtJ, gkyiJ, gkltiJ, and £'(0) = 0. 









where y = /o<p_1. Let _/,-/, gk,u, gkttii be the canonical coordinates on TnQ. Obviously 
_/i/ —• gij°xy , дк,ц — дк,цоКу , _/„/,# — gki,ijoxy , 
which implies that 
T „ ? » . ^ _ X , тx?>---|-----i-, Ћ«?»--|
 Ә 
3_/i/ 30./ ' y 3_fc.i7 3_J*.i/ ' y 3_7fcf.i/ 9_/«,i/ ' 
Taking into account these remarks one immediately obtains the following formulas, 
with necessary symmetrization on the right-hand side understood: 
i«£/ °yij i^j uyp*ij 
*\ 
+ 2J \^ir9pq,sj + oirgpqtSi ~T oprgsqtii ~r oqrgpStii) _̂  , 
p*Sq,i^j ®ypq,ij 
cs 
&%r = _£(<W/ + djrq«) ^~— + 2 (&A_J*.-/ + dkqdirgltSi 
i*S/ O ^ . i / „*£Z.i*5/ 
+ dlqdjrgktSi + SkqdjrgitSi + 6kqdlrgStii) —— , 
Әflfи.i/ 
In these formulas 6ti denotes the Kronecker symbol. 
These are the desired vector fields spanning the Lie algebra of fundamental 
vector fields on the left L^-space T2n(R
n*ORn*). 
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Brno 
ФУНДАМЕНТАЛЬНЫЕ ВЕКТОРНЫЕ ПОЛЯ НА ТИПОВЫХ СЛОЯХ 
ДЖЕТ-ПРОДОЛЖЕНИЙ ТЕНЗОРНЫХ РАССЛОЕНИЙ 
Деметер Крупка 
Резюме 
Пусть ^УГ тензорное расслоение типа ^ на многообразии X, где ^ некоторое векторное 
пространство тензоров, ^Г^Х^Х его г-джет продолжение. $Г^\^С рассматривается как расслоение 
с типовым слоем Т& и структурной группой Ьгя*\ ассоцированное с расслоением (г + 1)-реперов 
на X. В этой работе обсуждается проблема нахождения фундаментальных векторных полей на 
Т& связанных с действием группы ̂ ^п
+^ на Т&. Показывается, что эти векторные поля можно 
получить из джет-продолжений индуцированных векторных полей на Э'^Х. 
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